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Simplify Data Entry of Addresses
Never Type City and State Names Again
Speed up data entry, avoid typos, and improve accuracy by
automatically filling the city and state fields when a zip code is
entered. After all, not everyone can consistently spell
Albuquerque, Minneapolis, Pittsburgh, etc.

Add Magic to Your Application in Minutes
Whenever we add this feature to applications, the users love it.
They can’t believe how helpful it is, and can’t imagine living
without it. Be the hero and add this simple feature in minutes.

The Official Zip Code List with Monthly Updates
This officially licensed zip code database from the US Postal
Service is provided in an Access database and ASCII files. Over
50,000 valid zip codes and acceptable city and state names
are included for the entire USA. Each month, an email notifies
you when the new database is ready for download.

Zip Code Data
42,000+ unique zip codes
Primary and secondary city
names – 50,000+ in total
Country lookup table
State/Province lookup
table for US, Canada,
Australia, and Mexico
Sample form and royaltyfree VBA code to use these
techniques and data

Geospatial
Includes Latitude and
Longitude for each zip code
Easily determine distances
between zip codes

By entering the zip
code, the city and
state fields are filled
in automatically
For zip codes with
more than one city,
a combo box can
list the valid towns
“With the automation of city and state, we save a ton of
errors and so much time. The users think it’s magic.”
Ken Watkins, US Department of Energy
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Supports
Provided in a Microsoft Access
database and ASCII files
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